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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
06/03/15  

Minor back and fill setback mostly off renewed $ vigor  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -5.80, SILVER -19.40, PLATINUM -1.20  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,186.60 -$2.15 from prior AM FIX LME Copper Stocks 
318,925 tons +1,125 tons Shanghai copper stocks -6,583 tons to 156,053 tons  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets traded in a mixed fashion overnight, with a level of 
weakness in Asia and modest early morning gains in Europe and the US. The Japanese Nikkei edged marginally 
lower off a bounce in the Yen, as well as profit-taking after recent gains. China's Shanghai Composite finished 
fractionally lower despite improvement in the country's service sector PMI for May. It appears that some of the 
weakness comes ahead of an active round of initial public offerings and a contraction in Hong Kong's service 
sector in May. European shares were marginally higher, with focus on this morning's ECB meeting and comments 
that current QE program should continue into the third quarter of 2016. While there remains focus on Greece and 
bond market volatility, supportive PMI data out of Germany and France provide a source of support. US equity 
markets were also marginally higher during the initial morning hours, with attention turning to key labor market 
readings this week and this morning's ADP report on private sector hiring that is forecast to show an 
improvement. Also of interest will be a reading on ISM service sector PMI.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
The bull camp was cheered by a definitively supportive slide in the Dollar yesterday, and perhaps the bull camp 
was also emboldened by a slight pattern of higher lows unfolding on the charts. However, renewed talk of a Greek 
exit, a recovery in the Dollar and sharply lower crude oil prices have started gold out on a slightly weaker track in 
the Wednesday US trade. One might have expected some slight safe haven interest this morning after the Dutch 
Prime Minister overnight suggested that a Greek exit should not be ruled out. Another issue that might be 
undermining gold this morning is news that Indian gold imports for May were only 65 tons but that potential 
undermine was tempered by official suggestions that unofficial smuggling of gold into India appears to have 
jumped sharply in the month. As we have suggested a number of times, the strongest and most sustainable 
upward track in gold and silver is likely to come from global growth and increased physical demand which in turn 
takes place in the face of a structural decline in global gold production. In the near term, the ebb and flow of the 
supply-side threat would seem to be delayed until the next South African wage meeting on June 9th. Therefore 
the bull camp is still faced with quasi-deflationary conditions which might linger until solid growth trends begin to 
consistent underpin nearby gold prices above their recent consolidation lows of $1,185. Increased futures trading 
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volume at the CME for May 2015 relative to May of 2014 also hints at growing interest in metals, which might 
continue to expand in the event that the Dollar trends lower and investments begin to flow toward metals holdings. 
Unfortunately gold holdings overnight declined by 128,539 ounces and those holdings are now down 337,228 
ounces for the year.  

 

PLATINUM  
With a lack of positive leadership from gold this morning, a recovery in the Dollar and spillover over pressure from 
weakness in industrial commodities like crude and copper, the bear camp has regained the edge. Evidence of 
ultra-strong US auto sales for the month of May yesterday should raise demand hopes for auto catalysts 
especially with nearby platinum and palladium prices sitting within relative striking distance of multi-year lows. 
However, a measure of weakness is expected this morning because of outside market action or most specifically 
because of renewed favor toward the Dollar. Platinum and palladium holdings both declined overnight with year to 
date changes showing a 66,873 ounce decline in platinum and a 23,977 ounce decline in palladium holdings.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
Early this week we feared a slide in gold in the face of talk of a Greek debt deal, but a definitive slide in the Dollar 
provided gold, silver and platinum with only a temporary lift yesterday and a reversal of sorts appears to be 
underway to start today. We aren't overly convinced that gold prices are poised to directly lift off to the upside until 
the South African supply threat is more pronounced or expectations of a global recovery become more 
entrenched. Initial support in August gold today is seen at $1,185.80 and then again down at the $1,183.90 level. 
Initial support in July silver is seen at $16.54 and then not until $16.48.  

 

 

 
COPPER COMMENTARY  
06/03/15  
Slight shift toward the bear tilt today but support is firming  

 

GENERAL: The copper market was at least indirectly supported by the sharp 
downside washout in the Dollar yesterday, but renewed fears toward the Greek 
debt deal this morning and a recovery in the Dollar has prompted a fresh slide in 
prices. However, news on Tuesday that US auto sales jumped up to some of 
the highest levels in over ten years is another development that might eventually 
help to improve copper demand hopes. One might have expected copper to 
have derived some lift from news of the lowest Euro-zone unemployment readings in 3 years but that news has 
simply been over shadowed by revived Greek exit fears and by noted declines in crude oil prices this morning.  
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MARKET IDEAS: 
A slight shift in sentiment back in favor of the bear camp has been seen as Greek talks appear to have reached 
another barrier, the Dollar is applying some pressure and LME copper stocks increased overnight breaking a long 
held trend of daily declines. Near-term downside targeting is now seen down at $2.7245 and then again down at 
$2.7140.  
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